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Spinor genera arc defined for binary quadratic forms with integer coefficients 
in such a way that the theory fits in with the Gaussian theory of genera. It is 
shown that spinor generic characters exist which distinguish the various spinor 
genera in the principal genus, and how they can be determined. It is known 
that each ambiguous class contains exactly two forms of the type [a, 0, c] or 
[a, a, c], each with its associate [c, 0, a], [4c - a, 4c - a, c]. Since the principal 
class contains such a form with a = 1, it is an interesting question whether one 
can predict the second form (not counting associates). This question includes 
that of Dirichlet about the representability of - 1 by the principal class. Methods 
are given for evaluating the spinor-generic characters of ambiguous forms in the 
principal genus for variable discriminants d, and are carried through in the 
eleven cases where d is fundamental, there are two or four genera, and two 
spinor genera in the principal genus. The problem of determining the “second 
form” is thus completely solved except when there is more than one ambiguous 
class in the principal spinor genus. 
1 
A genus of primitive binary quadratic forms of nonzero discriminant d 
can be characterized by the property that if f and g are any of its forms, 
f can be transformed into g by means of a linear transformation with a 
rational matrix R of determinant f I and with the least common denomi- 
nator of its four elements prime to d. Since we can choose an equivalent 
form [a, b, c] = ax2 + bxy + cy2 with (a, d) = I, and since replacing x 
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by x + (b/sly and y by --y gives an automorph of [a, b, c] of determinant 
- 1, we can suppose that R has determinant + 1. 
Spinor genera of binary quadratic forms seem to have been little 
studied, yet numerous results in the literature now appear to be essentially 
spinor-generic phenomena. However, to make the theory dovetail with 
the Gaussian theory of genera it seems necessary to modify the usual 
definition of spinor genus, and to restrict the rational transformations 
to have determinant + 1. We will say that two primitive binary quadratic 
forms are in the same spinor genus if they have the same nonzero discrim- 
inant d, and there exists a rational matrix R of determinant 1, norm 1, 
and denominator den R prime to d, such that g = f R. Watson, in [I, 
p. 1041, allows the determinant to be f I. With our definition, Watson’s 
criterion [I, p. 1051 becomes: If f is a primitive binary quadratic form of 
nonzero discriminant d, and R is a rational matrix such that f R is integral, 
det R = 1 = (d, den R), then f and f R are in the same spinor genus if and 
only if there is a rational automorph S of determinant I and an integer q 
such that 
q2(den R)(den S) = 1 (mod d). (1) 
Letf, g, h, i, j, k, I denote primitive binary quadratic forms of nonzero 
discriminant d. An equation such as h =.fg will mean that h is a product 
under Gaussian composition off and g. We will prove 
THEOREM 1. If f and g are in the same spinor genus, and hence in the 
same genus, we can write f = gh2. If f = gh2, f and g are in the same spinor 
genus if and only if the genus of h contains an ambiguous class, hence tf and 
only iff = gk4 for some k. 
We will need 
LEMMA 1. The form f represents the square s2 prime to d primitively 
if and oniy iff = j2 where j represents s primitiuely. 
Proof. If [s2, 6, c] is in the class off, then [s2, b, c] is the square of 
[s, b, SC], which is primitive since (s, d) = 1. Conversely, if f = j2 choose 
a form [a, b, c] in the class of j, (a, d) = 1. Then (a, b) = 1 and we can 
choose r so that ar2 + br + c = 0 (mod a). Replacing x by x + ry gives 
a form [a, b’, UC’] in the class ofj. Its square [a2, b’, c’] is in the class off. 
Suppose, in Theorem 1, that f = kg where k = h2. By the definition 
of Gaussian composition there is a bilinear substitution 
Yl = wl~l + t,,xzz, 4 t21x1z2 + t22x2z2 3 
(2) 
Y, = ~llx1z, + ~,,X2Z, + s21-v2 + s22x2z2 9 
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where the six minor determinants of order 2 are coprime, and if we 
regard (2) as a linear substitution with determinant k(x, , xZ) expressing 
y1 and yZ in terms of z, and z2, then the substitution sends f(y, , yZ) 
into k(x, , x2) 9 g(z, , zJ. Let u denote t,,s,, - t,,s,, . If u = 0 we can by 
a unimodular transformation on x1 and x2 suppose t,, = sil = 0. Let t 
denote the first coefficient of k. Choose s primitively represented by h 
and prime to ud, or if u = 0 to td. By Lemma 1, k represents 9 primitively. 
If s2 = k(r, , Y.J where (ri , r2) = 1, then the matrix 
(3) 
defines a transformation of determinant 1 and denominator s taking f 
into g. By the modified Watson criterion f and g will be in the same 
spinor genus if and only iff has a rational automorph S of determinant 1 
and denominator Y prime to d, with us a square modulo d. It is known 
that the rational automorphs of determinant 1 of a primitive f = [a, b, c] 
are given by 
s = (l,q [P - wb(b - 4 4 --cq 
P + WW + 4 q 1 (4) 
where p and q are any coprime integers such that 
p2 + epq + (1/4)(e2 - d) q2 = t2. 
Here e = 0 or 1, d = e (mod 4). It is easy to verify that any factor of t 
which divides tS divides (a, b, c). Hence den S = t. 
Suppose f and g are in the same spinor genus. Then there exist coprime 
p and q such that p2 + epq + (1/4)(e2 - d) q2 = t2, where (t, d) =l 
and ts is a square modulo d. Let U be a unimodular matrix with p 
q as first column. The transformation y = Ux replaces the form 
xl2 + exlxz + (1/4)(e2 - d) X,~ by t2y12 + bly,y, + c1yZ2, which is 12, 
where I= [t, b, , tc,]. Thus the class of E is ambiguous, and I and h are 
in the same genus since ts is a square modulo d. 
Conversely, suppose that the genus of h contains an ambiguous class K. 
Choose in K a form I congruent to h modulo d. Let U, a be coprime integers 
such that h(u, U) = s, and set t = I(u, v). Then the principal form represents 
t2 primitively, and there exists a rational automorph S offwith determinant 
1 and denominator t. Since t = s (mod d), f and g are in the same spinor 
genus. 
Finally, if f and g are in the same spinor genus, f = g/z2 with h in the 
genus of an ambiguous form I, hl is in the principal genus, hl = k2, 
f = gh2 = g(h1)2 = gk4. And, if f = gk4, k2 is in the principal genus, 
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which obviously contains an ambiguous class, hence f and g are in the 
same spinor genus. 
Iffi =f2h4 and g, = g,k*, then f,g, = (f2gJ(hk)4. Hence, 
COROLLARY 1. The spinor genera form a group under the operation 
induced by class composition. 
Let C, G, S, S, denote the respective groups of primitive classes, primitive 
genera, spinor genera, and spinor genera in the principal genus. 
COROLLARY 2. CJC4 E-S, C2/C4 =Sl, C/C2 ~-S/s, FG. 
Proof. The first isomorphism follows from Theorem 1 by the canonical 
map from C into S; the second follows from the first since every class in 
the principal genus is a square; the third from the first two since G N C/C2. 
Since C2/C4 and C/P are finite abelian groups in which every element 
is self-inverse, we may set 1 S, 1 = 2”, / G 1 = 2t. Thus there are 2U+t 
spinor genera and each genus contains 2” spinor genera. Since the com- 
position G -+ C/C2 + C2/C4 -+ S, has the kernel H we have 
COROLLARY 3. Let H be the subgroup of genera including at least one 
ambiguous class, 1 H / = 2”. Then S, N G/H and 2” = 2t-n. 
A nonambiguous class and its inverse represent exactly the same 
numbers, yet can be in different spinor genera. For example, if the 
2-Sylow subgroup of C is cyclic of order 4, with K as generator, there 
are two spinor genera in the principal genus, including, respectively, Z and 
K2, and two in the second genus, including, respectively, K and KS. 
On the other hand, L2 = L-2L4 for any L, and hence, 
COROLLARY 4. In the principal genus any class and its inverse are in 
the same spinor genus. 
It may therefore be useful to study conditions for primes to be repre- 
sented by spinor genera in the principal genus, since a prime is repre- 
sentable by at most one class and its inverse. Such conditions appear for 
a special case in the second of three articles by Dirichlet dealing-as we 
now recognize-with spinor-generic phenomena [2]. 
2 
Generic characters and spinor-generic characters. The characterization 
of a genus by “rational equivalence without essential denominator” is 
very fine, but for some purposes, as for example the question of what 
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genera exist, it is necessary to use computable invariants. Gauss defined 
a primitive genus as consisting of all primitive forms with a given dis- 
criminant and index, and having common values for certain invariants 
called generic characters. To describe these conveniently we will use 
colons instead of lines in writing Legendre-Jacobi symbols, and will 
define [9] 
(m : - 1) = (-1: m) = 1 if m = 1 mod 4, 
(6) 
=- 1 if m = 3 mod 4; 
(m : 2) = (2 : m) = 1 if m = 1 or --I mod 8, 
(7) 
- 1 -- if m E 3 or -3 mod 8; 
(m : - 2) = (-2 : m) = 1 if m = 1 or 3 mod 8, 
03) 
= -1 if m-5 or 7 mod 8. 
Then, first, there is a generic character (f : p) for each odd prime p 
dividing the discriminant d; that is, (m : p) has a fixed value (1 or - 1) 
for all integers m prime to p represented by the form f; and one writes 
(f : p) = 1 or - 1 accordingly. Likewise, there is a generic character 
(f: -1) when d = 0 or -4 mod 16, (f: 2) when d = 0 or 8 mod 32, 
(f : -2) when d = 0 or -8 mod 32; and each is evaluated by replacing 
the form symbol f by an odd integer m represented by $ It might be 
said here that we are using - 1, 2, and -2 as conventional odd primes. 
It will be convenient to omit (f : -2) from our enumeration of the generic 
characters when d = 0 mod 32, since then (f: -2) = (f : -l)(f : 2) 
(and all three exist). Let t + 1 be the number of generic characters so 
enumerated for a given discriminant d, and let the “primes” be p1 ,.,., pt+l . 
Notice that a product of generic characters is also an invariant of a genus. 
We will use the term generic character to include any of the 2t+1 products 
of the t + 1 generic characters (f: pi) enumerated earlier. Of course the 
even powers are trivially + 1. We may write such symbols as (f : - 15) 
for (f : -l)(f : 3)(f: 5). The factors must of course be generic invariants. 
There are in fact, as Gauss proved, only 2t primitive genera for a given 
discriminant (leaving aside the case where d is a square, and omitting 
negative-definite forms when d < 0). The reason for this is that the possible 
values of the enumerated generic characters (f : pi) are subject to the 
relation 
Cf : PI)” ... (f: pt+JQ" = 1, (9) 
where each exponent ei is 0 or 1 as follows: set d = -2”D, D odd; ei is 
the residue mod 2 of the exponent to which pi divides d if pi is odd or pi 
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is2;of(D+ 1)/2ifp,= -l;andei= lifp,= -2andd- -8mod32. 
If d is square, all the exponents in (9) are even; and if,fis negative-definite, 
the product there equals - 1. When d (f 1) is fundamental, every ei is 1, 
and then, negative forms excluded, each generic character equals its 
complement (for example if t = 3, (f : pJ = (f : p,)(f : p&f : p4)). If d 
is nonsquare, at least one exponent in (9) is odd. 
Notice that each of the 2t+1 generic characters is a character on the group 
C in the usual sense in group theory, with the value + 1 on C2 and constant 
on each genus. If d is nonsquare, and negative forms are omitted when 
d < 0, the number of distinct characters is 2t. 
The spinor-generic characters of a form f in the principal genus are 
defined to be the generic characters having common values for all the 
forms h such that f = h2 (h nonnegative if d < 0). We will prove 
THEOREM 2. Let d be nonsquare. There exist spinor-generic characters 
on C2 having the value 1 or -1 on each class in C2, the value 1 on the 
principal spinor genus C4, constant within each spinor genus of the principal 
genus, and together serving to distinguish between any two spinor genera 
in the principal genus. The number of spinor-generic characters is 2t-n+1 
with t as above and n in Corollary 3. 
Proof. We have h2 = k2 if and only if h = kg for some ambiguous g. 
Hence all we have to do is to show how to construct t - n + 1 independent 
generators for the group of generic characters having the value 1 on each 
genus containing an ambiguous class, and to show that these generators 
serve to distinguish the spinor genera in the principal genus. Set h, = I, 
and for n > 0, let h, ,..., h, be generators, necessarily independent, of 
the group of genera containing an ambiguous class. We will show by 
induction that there are independent generic characters xi ,..., xt+l , 
i = l,..., n + I, which have the value 1 on and only on the group generated 
by 4, ,..., h,-l , and which generate the generic characters that have the 
value 1 on the ambiguous classes. The theorem then follows by taking 
i = n + 1. We begin the induction with i = 1 by taking x1 ,..., xt+l to 
be a set of generators for the generic characters. Now suppose that 
appropriate characters xi ,..., xt+l have been selected for a value i, 
1 < i < n, and renumber the subscripts so that xi ,..., xm. are those with 
value -1 on hi . (This must occur, for if xi ,..., xt+l have the value 1 on hi , 
then by the hypothesis, hi is in the group generated by h, ,..., hLpl , and 
h 1 ,..., hi would not be independent.) There are two cases to consider, 
m = i and m > i. 
If m = i, drop xi and notice that if x has the value 1 on the ambiguous 
classes then x = xifi,..., & and 1 = x(h<) = (-l)“i. Thus ei is even 
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and x is therefore in the group generated by xi+1 ,..., x~+~ . Also, if 
plw = *** = xt+dd = 1, th en g or ghi is in the group generated by 
0 ,..., hiPI according as xi(g) = 1 or --I. In either case, g is in the group 
generated by hl ,..,, hi. 
Ifm > i, set vi+1 = x~x~+~ ,..., yrn = xixm, qh+l = xmfl ,..., vt+l = xt+l 
(all with the value 1 at hi). Again, if x = xii... xiQ+; is 1 on all ambiguous 
classes, then 
(XiXJ” X em+1 . . . mt1 et+1 Xt+1 ’ 
hence e, + a.* + e, is even and x is expressible in terms of vi+, ,..., CJ++~ .
Now let xi+dd = a** = xt+dd = 1. If xi(g) = 1, xi(g) = &), 
i \c j < t + 1, hence g is in the group generated by h, ,..., hiWl . If 
XdS> = e-1, xdghd = 1, XdghJ = XL&) XdghJ = FAghi) = 1 for 
i < j < m, and xj( ghi) = yj(ghi) = 1 for m < j < t + 1. Thus ghi is 
in the group generated by h, ,..., h,-l . Finally, it is obvious that 
yi+l ,..., CJQ+~ are independent. 
As an example consider d = -4.7.23.17. There are four genera con- 
taining (in this case actually consisting of) ambiguous classes, and four 
with nonambiguous classes, as follows, the generic characters being taken 
intheorder7,23,17,--1:Z=[1,0,2737],J=[2,2,1369],++++; 
A = [7, 0, 3911, JA = [14, 14, 1991, - - - --; B = [23, 0, 1191, 
JB = [46, 46,711, + + - --; AB = [17,0, 16i], JAB = [34, 34, 891, 
- - + +; [37, *2, 741, + - - +; [41, rt32, 731, - + - +; 
[43, f24,67], + - + - ; [47, f 12, 591, - + + -. Take h, = A, 
h, = B. With A we get 7, 23, 17, --I; -7, -23, -17. Rearranging for B 
we get -17, -7, -23; -17, 161. Thus x = (f1/2 : -17) = (f1/2 : 161) 
are the spinor-generic characters. Since J represents 372 primitively, 
x(J) = (37 : - I)(37 : 17) = -I, and Z and J are in different spinor 
genera. 
It will be useful in what follows to notice that a square primitively 
represented is prime to d when d is fundamental, and otherwise can have 
no prime factors p in common with d except those for which d/p2 is a dis- 
criminant. (Proqf Study [m2, b, c], where d = b2 - 4&c.) 
3. SOME APPLICATIONS 
The Gaussian reduction theory (see [3, p. 5261) easily implies that each. 
primitive ambiguous class of positive nonsquare discriminant d contains 
exactly two pairs of forms of the type 
b-4 0, cl or 
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the associates being [c, 0, a], [4c - a, 4c - a, c], respectively. The 
principal form [I, 0, c] or [l, 1, c] is of this type. Hence the principal 
class must contain, associates apart, exactly one other form of type (10). 
This raises an interesting question: what is the secondform ? This may be 
called the extended Dirichlet problem, since it includes as a special case 
his celebrated problem of finding criteria for the principal class to repre- 
sent - 1. Much of the literature on his problem contains partial results 
unnoticed on the extended problem. 
It should be pointed out that there are algorithms for computing the 
second form for any given discriminant d. The Gaussian reduction theory 
serves this purpose, although the computations may be tedious. There 
is a recent noteworthy technique due to Daniel Shanks [8]. 
Our idea is simply to try to construct spinor-generic characters for 
generators of the set of forms (10) in the principal genus. When there is 
only one other form (disregarding associates) all of whose spinor-generic 
characters have the value 1, that form must be in the principal class and 
the problem is solved. When there is more than one such form, our method 
fails to provide a criterion. 
We will present the details here in all the eleven cases where d is funda- 
mental, there are two or four genera, and two spinor genera in the principal 
genus. When d is odd we will use instead the discriminant 4d which gives 
equivalent results (see the second line on p. 529 of [3]) since it has the 
same generic characters as d. In each of the eleven cases there is essentially 
only one spinor character x, and we have to consider three forms f, g, 
and fg of type (10) besides the principal form 1. In each case, if x(f) or 
x( g> equals - 1, 
z-fifX(f) = 1, z-gifxw= L~~fgifXcm= 1. (11) 
Ifx(f> = x(g) = 1, our methodfails to predict how the forms pair off. 
We will use the symbol (q : P)~ , wherep is a prime congruent to 1 mod 4, 
(q : p) = I, and if q = u2 mod p, (q : P)~ = (U : p). The symbol extends 
multiplicatively in the familiar way to (a : b), where b is a product of 
primes 4n + 1 and a is a quadratic residue of those primes. We will 
make much use of the two following lemmas. 
LEMMA 5. Let a and b be positive and coprime, and let a be a product 
of primes 4n + 1. If ax2 - by2 = z2 with x, y, z positive and (x, y) = 
(z, 2ab) = 1, then (z : a) = (b : u)~ if either a = 1 mod 8 or b 3 I mod 4. 
Proof. Raising the congruence -by2 = z2 mod p to the power 
(p - 1)/4 for any primep dividing a gives (- 1 : p),(b : P)~( y : p) = (z : p); 
and taking the product for all such p gives (- 1 : a),(b : u)~( y : a) = (z : a). 
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Set y = 2”y’, y’ odd. Then (y : a) = (2 : u)“(u : y’) = (2 : a)” since 
ux~~z2mody’.Ifa~1mod8,(2:u)=(--1:u),=l;ifu=5mod8 
andb=lmod4,thens=land(-1 :u),=(~:u)=-1. 
LEMMA 6. Write (- 1 : m)B = (- I)(m-l)/* if m = 1 mod 8. Let a and 
b be positive and coprime, a = 1 mod 8, b divisible by no primes not of the 
form 4n + 1. If2b.9 - uy2 = z2 with x, y, zpositive, (x, y) = (z, 2ub) = I, 
then (z : a) = (a : b)4(- 1 : a)* . 
Proof. We have 2bx2 = uy2 mod z, (z : a) = (a : z) = (2 : z)(b : z) = 
(2 : z)(z : b), where as in Lemma 5, (z : b) = (-1 : b),(u : b),(y : b) and 
(y : b) = (b : y) = (2 : y). Also, 
y2+z2=2bxZ-((a-l)y2=2b-((a-l)mod16, 
hence (2 : y)(2 : z) = (- l)(2a-(a-1)-2)/s = (- 1 : b)4( - 1 : u)~ . The lemma 
follows. 
Let p, q, r denote distinct odd primes. The eleven cases we will solve 
are as follows: (i) d = 8p, p = 1 mod 8; (ii) d = 4pq, p E q = 1 mod 4, 
(p:q)= l;(iii)d=8pq,p=q= lmod8,(p:q)= -l;(iv)d=4pqr, 
p = q = r = 1 mod 4, (p : q) = (p : r) = -(q : r) = 1; (v) d = 8pq, 
p = 1, q = 5 mod 8, (p : q) = 1; (vi) d = 4pq, p = 1, q = 7 mod 8, 
(p:q)= l;(vii)d=8pq,p-l,q-7mod8,(p:q)=l;(viii)d=4pq, 
p=l, qz3mod8, (p:q)= 1; (ix) d=8pq, p=I, q=3mod8, 
(p : q) = 1; (x) d = 8pq, p = q s 7 mod 8, (q : p) = 1; (xi) d = 4pqr, 
p=I,qrr-3mod4,(p:q)=(p:r)=(q:r)=I. 
The four forms (10) in the principal genus, and the spinor character, 
are: 
I f g fg x 
(9 L 0, -2~1 [P, 0, -21 
(ii) LO, -971 IP. 0, -sl 
(iii> 11,0, -&I t--2,0,~41 
(iv) 11, 0, --Purl lp, 0, -qrl 
(4 11, 0, -%Vl IP, 0, -291 
(vi) tl, 0, --ml IP, 0, -4 
(vii) L 0, -%I [P, 0, -%I 
(viii) [I, 0, --Pql IP, 0, -4 
64 [I, 0, -%I [P, 0, -%I 
(4 [I, 0, -kl 1290, --Ml 
(xi) L 0, -wrl [P, 0, -rsl 
L-P, 0921 [- 1, 0,2pl (k”2 : p) = (V/2 : 2) 
f-P, (441 I-- 1, 0, pql (Iv’2 : p) = (k’12 : q) 
[2,0, -pql I-l, 0,2pq] (k’/Z : pq) = (kll% : 2) 
I-P, O,qrl [ - 1, 0, pqr] (k’12 : qr) = (kl/* : p) 
I-p, 0,2ql [- 1, 0,2pq] (klle : p) = (kll* : 2q) 
[2,2, [2P, 2P, (k’le :p) = (kll* : -q) 
*cl - w)l i(P - 4)l 
[2,0, --Pql [2p, 0, -ql (k”2 : p) = (k’/* : -2q) 
r-z -2, k 4, (klle :p) = (kll* : -q) 
HPq - l)l &4 - PII 
I-290, pql L--k 0, ql (k’la :p) = (k’/* : -2q) 
[--2~9 0, ql 1% 0, -p] (k”2 : pq) = (kll* : 2) 
1% 0, --rpl Ipq, 0, -r] (kljP : qr) = (kl’* : p) 
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(i) By Lemmas 5 and 6, x(f) = (2 : P)~ , x(g) = (- 1 : P)~ . 
69 BY Lemma 6 x(f) = (4 : pIa and x(g) = (P : qh9 x(fg) = 
(P : 4M4 : Ph . 
There follows forthwith a theorem due to Burde [4]. 
COROLLARY 7. Let p, q be distinct primes of the form 4n + 1, 
(p : q) = 1. Set pq = a2 + b2, a odd. Then (p : q)4(q : P)~ = (a : p). 
Proof. -b2 + pq * 1” = u2, hence xcfg) = (a : p). 
(iii) By Lemma 5, x(f) = (2 : pq)4 ; by Lemma 6, x(g) = (- 1 : pq)* . 
(iv) BY Lemma 5, x(f) = (qr : PL, x(g) = (P : v-1, . 
69 BY Lemma 5, x(f) = (29 : PL; by Lemma 6, x(g) = (P : qh(- 1 :ph. 
In (vi) and (viii), x(f) = (q : P)~ ; in (vii) and (ix), x(f) = (2q : p),, . In 
(vi) and (vii) we will setp = a2 - 2b2, q = s2 - 2t2, 0 = 21j2, T = a + be, 
T = s + tfl; in (viii) and (ix) we set p = u2 + 2b2, q = s2 + 2t2, 
8 = (-2)112, n = a + be, 7 = s + to. In all cases, a, b, s, t are positive, 
and the symbol (CX : n) denotes the residue * 1 of o~(*-l)/~ modulo r in the 
ring Z[0]. 
(vi) Since pq = (us + 2bt)2 - 2(ut + bs)2, g((us + 2bt - 1)/2, 1) = 
(at + bs)2. Since d is fundamental, at + bs is prime to d, and 
x(g) = (at + bs : p), which is as good a formula as any for computational 
purposes. We can show that x(g) = (T : z-) as follows: (at + bs : p) = 
(at + bs : 7~) = (bs - tb0 : vr) = (b : p)(s : T) = (p : b’)(i: : VT) where b’ 
is the odd part of b; since p = a2 mod b’ and (d : Z)(T : z-) = (q : p) = 1, 
x(g) = (7 : 4 
(vii) Since pq = 2(us + 2bt + at + bs)2 - (us + 2bt + 2ut + 2bs)2 
x(g) = (us + 2bt + 2ut + 2bs : p) = (us + 2bt + 2ut + 2bs : T) 
= (bO(- 1 + 0) : ?T)(? : n) = (a + 2b : p)(~ : 7~). 
Since (a + 2b)2 = -p + 2(u + b)2, (a + 2b : p) = (- 1 : p)* by Lemma 6. 
Thus x(g) = (- 1 : p),,(s : T) = (- 1 : p)*(~ : z-). 
(viii) Since pq = (us - 2bt)2 + 2(bs + ut)2, g((us - 2bt - 1)/2, 1) = 
(bs + ut)2, x(g) = (bs + at : p) = (bs + at : T) = (bs - bt6’ : T) = 
(b : vr)(? : TT) = (b : p)(~ : T) = (T : T) as in (vii). 
(ix) Since (us - 2bt)2 = -2(bs + ut)2 + pq, x(g) = (us - 2bt : p) = 
(us - 2bt : v) = (-bs8 - 2bt : T) = (--be : T+(T : T) = (a : T)(T : n) = 
(a : p)(~ : r). Since p - 2b2 = u2, (a : p) = (2 : p)., by Lemma 5, and 
Since (T : ?T)(t : n) = (q : p) = 1, x(g) = (2 : p)p(T : T).  
In what follows, s2 = q modp, t2 = q mod r. 
For primes p, q of the form 4n + 1 with (p : q) = 1, q is represented 
by the genus of [l, 0, -p], hence qx2 = ~1~ - pz2 has a solution with 
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(y, z) = 1, X, y, and z positive and x odd. If a2 - qb2 = -I, u and b 
positive, then q(ux + by)2 - pz2 = (ya + qbx)2. Lemma 5 gives 
(P : 414 = (YU + qbx : 4) = (4 : Ya + qbx) = (P : Ya + qw 
= (yu + qbx : p) = (&sxu + qbx : p) = (&sx : p)(u + sb : p) 
= (s : p)(p : x)(u f sb : p), 
the sign being + if y = sx and - if y = --sx. Since (s : p) = (q : P)~, 
pz2-y2modx and (u+sb:p)(u-sb:p)=(--1 :p)= 1, we have 
the following. 
COROLLARY 8 [6,7]. For primes p = q = 1 mod 4 with (p : q) = 1, 
(~:q)~(q:p)~=(u+sb:p)whereu~-qb2=-1. 
We will also use the familiar property of Gaussian composition that: 
LEMMA 9. If I = hk under a Gaussian bilinear substitution expressing 
z, , z2 in terms of x1 , x2 and y1 , y2 , and if (m, n) = 1, m = h(x, , x2), 
n=k(y,,y,),(x,,x,)= 1 =(y1,y2),thenmn=Z(z,,z2)with(z,,z2)= 1. 
(x) Since [-p, 0, q] is in the principal genus we can write -px2 + qy2 = 
z2 with x, y, z positive and (x, y) = 1, z odd. Since 2 is represented by the 
principal genus of discriminant 4q (in fact, 2 is represented by the principal 
class) we can write u2 - qw2 = 2u2 with U, v, w  positive and (u, px) = 1 = 
(0, w). By composition, 
tuz + qywJ2 = q(uy + zw)” - Q4x42, (uy + zw,xu) = 1. 
Hence 
x(g) = (uz + qyw : Pd = (0 : q>(z : d@z + qYw : PI 
= (u : q)(z : q)(*syu + qyw : p) = (u : q)(z : q)(fsy : p)(u + SW : p) 
= tu : 4)@ : Pdk It qw : PI, 
the sign being + if z = sy modp and - if z = -sy mod p. Since 
(z : pq) = (pq : z) = 1 and (u + SW : p)(v - SW : p) = (2 : p) = 1, 
x(g) = (0 : 4)@ + SW : p). By Lemma 6, x(f) = (-1 : pq)s. 
(xi) Since p and -r are represented by the genus of [4,0, -q], we can 
writepx2 = 4y2 - qz2, - ru2 = 4u2 - qw2, with (x, r) = (u, px) = (y, z) = 
(?I, w) = (xu, 2) = 1, x )...) w positive. Thus -pr(xu)2 = (4yu + qzw)2 - 
q(2yw + ~zu)~, and (4yu + qzw)2 is prime to 4pq and primitively repre- 
sented by g. Thus 
x(g) = (4yu + qzw : qr) = (2y : q)(2u : q)(f2ywt + qzw : r) 
= (2y : q)(2u : q)(fw : r)(2y f tz : r) 
= (2y : q)(20 : rq)(2y & tz : r). 
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If rq = 1 mod 8, (20 : rq) = (0’ : rq) = (rq : u’) = 1, u’ the odd part of u. 
If rq = 5 mod 8, u is odd and (20 : rq) = (2 : rq)(rq : u) = (2 : rq). Since 
(2~ + tz : r)(2y - tz : r) = (p : r) = 1, x(g) = (2r : q)(2 : rq)(2y + tz : r) = 
(y : q)(4y + 2tz : r). By Lemma 5, x(f) = (rq : P)~. 
A connection should be mentioned between our problem and that of 
the parity of u1 , where tl , u1 denotes the least positive solution of 
t2 - du2 = 4. By Theorem 1 a of 131, if d = -4 mod 16 (or 0 mod 32), 
an ambiguous class contains forms (10) of only one type if u1 is even, 
but of both types if u1 is odd. It follows in cases (vi) and (viii) that u1 is 
even if and only if Z is equivalent to f, and u1 is odd if and only if Z is 
equivalent tofg or g. 
There is a reasonable likelihood that our methods can be adapted to 
solve the problem of determining the “second form” completely, except 
when there is more than one ambiguous class in the principal spinor 
genus. Whether characters can be constructed to meet the needs of spinor 
genera of higher order remains to be seen. 
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